
LISTENING COMPREHENSION ( 8 marks )                          
1/Tick the most appropriate option. (1mark ) 

        The sister is nagging at her little brother because he doesn’t care about his:  

a- health. 
b- job. 
c- studies . 

2/Listen then give justified answers to the questions below .( 2 marks ) 
 
a-According to the sister , when should James go to bed ? 
According to the sister ,James should go to bed no later than 9. 
b-According to the sister , why should James wake up no later than 6.30 ? 
3/ Give a justified answer to the following question . (1mark) 
Did James care for his sister’s complaints? 
No, he didn’t because he was laughing at her / mocking her / he wasn’t serious  
4/Find out the function of the following utterance . (1mark ) 

 “I am going back to bed”. A planned action in the future . 

5/Listen then circle the word that you hear. (1mark ) 

a-Yes , you need at ( list / least ) eight hours of sleep . 

b- You will be ( let / late ) for class again . 

6/ Listen then complete with the missing words . (1mark ) 

Man : You got to be joking ! No way .And I already exercise .  

7/ Answer the question below . Justify your answer . (1mark )   

What do you think of the sister’s behaviour towards her brother ?  

Any logical justified answer is accepted  
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Language (12 MARKS ) 

1/ Complete the paragraph with the words in the box (4,5 marks ). 

 Be careful ! There are 2 extra words . 

 
      You see, every year, more than 8 million tonnes of plastic ends up in the ocean .That can be a 
real problem for marine life. Turtles can mistake things like plastic bags for jellyfish and eat them. 
That can make them really sick or even kill them,  

       There's more life in the ocean than there is on land. We need to protect the ocean for the 
people in the future, because if this ocean isn't clean from this plastic pollution, our water will not 
be clean. 
 There are a few things we could be doing now to reduce the amount of plastic we use every day. 
The things that you can do to make things better for the environment is not use single-use plastic 
bottles,  plastic straws and  bags. 
If we work together, we can make the world a safer place for us and all the other amazing 
creatures that call it home. Going to keep this world TURTLE-LY alive … From this plastic pollution. 

 
   2/Circle the right option (4,5 marks ) 

The benefits of zoos can surely outweigh their harmful effects. By bringing people and animals together, zoos 
have the possibility  to educate the public about (protected/protection /protect ) issues and  

(fine/ inspire/discourage ) people to protect animals and (theirs/there/their) habitats. Some zoos provide a 
safe environment for animals (whose /who/ which) have been mistreated in circuses. 

   One of the most important modern (function /functioned /functions) of zoos is supporting 
international reproduction programmes, particularly for (secure/ endangered /extinct)species. In 
the wild, some of the rarest species have difficulty in finding mates and reproducing , and they 
(have/should/might) also be threatened by poachers, ( loss/lost/lose) of their habitat and 
predators. A good zoo will enable these species to live (although/and/but) reproduce in a safe 
environment. Zoos also do provide specialists ‘ care to each animal species . 

. 

 

 

 

single /for /safer/ creatures /  even/ marine /jellyfish / on  / in  /reduce / increase                                



2/Match the sentence parts in column A with those in column B to get a coherent paragraph. 
There is one extra part in column B . Write your answers in the space provided.(3marks ) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           A B C 

1-Team sports are not ideal for everyone, 
but exercising alone is 

2-If you are like me, you need to exercise 

3-This is why I have found the perfect 

4- With fitness classes, you get the best of 
both  worlds; you avoid 

5- I have recently  found that taking part in 
exercise classes  

6- As with team sports, group exercise can 
be both 

a- with other people to maintain 
motivation. 

 b- is also a great way of knowing people 
who share your interests.  

c- not always the best alternative. 

d-school pressure. 

e-   the pressure of competition, but you 
never have to exercise alone.  

f- a social and sporty activity. 

g- solution in group exercise classes. 

 

1+c 

2+a 

3+g 

4+e 

5+b 

6+f 
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